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Data collection was accomplished through the use of personal
and telephone interviews with the students, their immediate job
supervisors, and the primary instructors of the academic program.
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The results generally indicate that effective training was pro-
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provided.the "tools" necessary in traffic engineering work, and
increased job awareness and interest.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

As reported in Korim (1972) and Korim (1973), the Ameri-
can Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC)
tested and revised a two-year academic program designed to
develop traffic engineering technicians in a National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration Project. The program was
offered at Lansing Community College (at Lansing, Michigan),
Community College of Denver (at Red Rock , Colorado), and
Longview Community College (Lee's Summit, Missouri). For
brevity, the schools are hereafter referred to as, respec-
tively, LACC, CCD and LOCC. The findings of that project
dealt primarily with thg adecluacy and the development of the
program content. A follow-up study was recommended to evalu-
ate the impact of the academic program on the students' sub-
sequent job performance. That recommendation is the purpose
of the present project entLtled 'Analysis of Associate De-
gree Program for Traffic Eng-ineering Technicians" reported
here.

The objective of the project was to determine thee:Hee-
tiveness of the academic prosram, held at the three colleges,
in terms of the students' subsequent job performance and_ac-
tivities. Responses .from as many_students who could be lo-
cated and interviewed are included in,the _report findings.
Emphasis, however, is placed on those students subsequently
employed in the traffic or highway fields.

A detailed evaluation of the program content, course by
course, is not an objective, since it is reported in the pre-
viously cited_references. Instead, student and instructor
evaluations of the program are reported here in more general
terms.

Methodology

The method consisted of four maj r steps. First, the
data sources had to be identified and located. Contact in-
formation was obtained for the students who enrolled in the
academic program developed in the AACJC project, their im-
mediate job supervisors, and the primary instructors of the



program. Second, the perCtun I in tory iew in r rnii 1:1 on item
needed to evaluate _the prorram mnd employment.perfor ec

identified. The thtrd step was to administer the per-
sonal and telephone intervlows which were the media for ob-
taining the necessary information items. The 1d81 task was
to anaLyze the interview data, The disct_ below de-
seribcs_tho prolect methodology in detail and in particular
the conditions under which the interview dove lopment and
analysis steps of the project were design

Identification and ',peat on of the_Eipond nts
.

A prelimi.ary u S tudenL8 wis uhLained from Lhu
oject files of AACJC. Qtner students were added to the

hatled on it tie olci I I on provided by c O liege administriitive
personnel,

Obtain- ng locatiOnral datfl. was then aCte
student. Unfortunately, sevPral problems were cncountcrc
which resulted in a loss of 30 students. Some of the prob-
lems were misspelled nameo, lack of up-to-date information
(addresses, telephone numbers, etc.) on the student, ard
unlisted telephone numbers,

d For each

The following were the soltrces investigated For obtain-
ing the student locational data.

. College administration personnel
Fellow student;s
City directories
Telephone directories and operators
Instructors
Students' families
Neighbors at last known address
Motor vehicle agencies

With eont._ct information available, the students were
contacted to verify that they enrolled in the program and to
obtain employment information.. Identifying the supervisors
through this information was accomplished with no difficulty.

Develo ment of the Inte

Data reqtlirements were identified in terms of e-r ll-
ment and academic and job pe formance for the students,super-
visors, and itstructors Those requirements were then trans-
formed into a series of citlesti.ons desiglied specifically for
the student, supervisor, or tnstructor. This resulted it
four sets of interview questionstwo for the student group



and one el.eh for the supervisor and 1nr=4tructor. The Tynes
and 2 students were even the same interview,

Various considerations were made in developing the tr
terviews. The extent of coverage in the student telephone
interviews was balanced with the Lime necessary. to complete
the interview, This consideration did not result in the
omission. of pertinent information items.

To avoid biasing the responses, the format of some ques-
tions was open-ended, particularly tn tAreas which were ex-
pioratory in nature. All. of the multiple-choice questions
involved some form of ranking,

Early consultation with experts in the field of educa-
tion-job performance evaluation identified the severe limita-
tions or the data. Statistical requirements_such as sample
size and a control group were not met, thus limitinp the
statistical Lest options available. These early observations
resulted in the experimental design adopted.

Applicability of particular questio-ns was, of course,
eonsiderekl, Vhile the development of the supervisor and in-
structor interviews were rather straightforward, the design
of the student interview was complicated by the various types
of students. An obvious dichotomy existed between the stu-
dents working in, the highway field and those who are not.
Another dichotomy exists in the former groupstudents work-
ing as traffic engineering.technicians (abbreviated herein
as TET) and those who are.in other positions in transporta-
tion. This last distinction was not made in developing the
format of the interviews, but is adopted in the analysis of
Chapter Three, _Thus, theLe.were four sets of interviews (see
Appendix C) for:five groups of respondentsvho areeharactorized
below.

Student Type I--Student currently employed
as a TET. (Student intervim)

Student Type 2--Student currently employed
in the transportation field but not in traf-
fic engineering. (Student interview)

Student Type 3--Student tot currently em-
ployed in the transportation field. (Student
Type 3 interview)

Supervisor--immediate job supervisor.
(Supervisor interview)

Instructor-13rimary instructor, taught
several of the courses. (Instructor interviev

ii



Pe r NOW! 1 a l Te I i1Fione T n t(rv Lows
_

Kach of the three toe lit i e -71.nrsing, MichT an; Denver,
Colo ado; and Kansas City , Missouri-7wns visited to conduct

Lai. I ot vrview anLi obtain Locational data for some stu-
.

Approximately hal .f of the 81 studonts identified and
located, all supervisors, and all instructors were inter-
viewed during the_stLe visits. Based on the experience of
the early personal interviews, minor refinements of the inter-
view format. wore -mode.

During the p ors nan I nteTv 7,, approval 'Wris 01) tal :nod

from the studen ize his aea ,mic transcript lka7the
telephone interviews, Liii approval wris in the form c_ a
transcript release statement which was mailed to the students
alonp, with a "primer" for the intervimy. The "primer," con-
sisting of pertinent questions and subject areas dependingon
the student type, was intended to minimize the time neededto
conduct the interview, Upon, receipt of the "package" the
student was requested to sizn and return the release form if
he approved and notate the time, date, and telephone number
he desired for the telephone interview. (This return mail-
ing also informed the project staff that the students had
received the "package.") The signed transcript release forms
were sent to the colleges by the staff to obtain copies of
the students' tr nscripts.

A major effort went frito obtaining locat on 1 informa-
tion of the students prior to the scheduled start of the
telephone interviews, particularly _during the site visits.
However, a 100 percent sanpLe could not be obtained, mainly
because some students had left the various locales.

As was expected, there was a general resistance to re-
turning the transcript release forms for various reasons. A
number of students erroneously thought that they personally
had to acquire a copy of the transcript from the colleges or
that they had to answer Ole questions and return the "primer.
This was anticipated and every effort was made in ttLe"packag "
to give clear and concise instructions, Follow-up calls
were also made to investigate the status of the "packaWfor
non-respondents. These efforts minimized the number of stu-
dents who could not be interviewed.

It should be noted tlat the personal and telephone in-
terviews were conducted with little difficulty owing to the
cooperation of the students, supervisors, and instructors
While the length of the irterviews varied between 15 .and 75
minutes, all of the respordents appeared to be candid and
answered all questions in detail.
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Prior te thic analyg is the reap onses vae e coded for data
hardLing threugli sLitatnat lc data pr-oc es Ltg tat_is tics].
Package or tie Socia3. Sciences ," a compliter pregvarn, vas
used to rainiznize data mamipul_atiori t JIM and Lns-ure acc-uracy
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The data ccmsJsts of all ttie re spiise from the iiThr-
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the progr am' gensxal co Ttent

Cue to vesicnoses rrieetirg sone comprehersive st is-
al req uiElG1tt the tanner ir whicii the variables

used in the analysls is 'basically th_rotgli subjectLve cliaTac-
teTizatio-ns and compa-riscns. Mum, the lestIL ts of tilts analy-
sis are trtairlly inererces regarclim prog-rarra effect 8 or con-
terit. Conclusicn are based on a Synttesis 0J the se
nference s.
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Chapter Two

GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS OP TEE RESPONDENTS
AND VARIABLES OF INTEREST

This chapter acquaints the reader with the various types
of respondents and their characteristics of interest. It is
important to note that the students do not constitute a homo-
geneous group. They vary by college or program attended,
number of courses enrolled, intent to acquire an Associate
Degree (A.D.) in Traffic Engineertng, career goals, reasons
for enrolling in the program, and other characteristics.
These variables will be exarined in detail in Chapter Three.

Backgmuli_clf_EsApsn4fL_Its

Students Employed as TETs (Type l)

Of the 81 students interviewed, 29 students, or 36 per-
cent, are mow currently employed_as Traffic Engineering Tech-
nicians (TET). (It should be noted that the actual total
enrollment in the program was approximately 111 students.)

Refe ring to row one of Table 1, the reader can see the
number of Type I students from eadl of the three schools.
The number in parentheses represents the number of entry-
level students, i.e., students with little or no background
in traffic or highway engineering prior to enrolling in the
Academic Program of the 2, Type 1 students, only 7 of them
were entry-level students, while 22 bad already been em-
ployed in traffic engineering (T5). These 22 students had
from 1 to 22 years of experience in highway work.

Table 1, Number of Stud -ts by School

Community Coll

Student
Type LACC CCD LOCC TOTALS

2

3

Tota

21

15
6

(

4

4

7

(2)
(0)

4

1

19

(2

(0)
29
20
32

(7)

(8)

42 15 24 81

1 4



Stud.tatj_Impl__Ly_akjiLlay2:11f1.11edFie

Of the 81 students interviewed, 20 students were subse-
quently employed in a highway-related area other than traffic
engineering, with 8 of these being, entry-level students. The
other 12 Type 2 students had from 1 to 15 years of experience
in highway worl.

studentqlTE1LCLIE.Ing.tKILLItlated FiekLITYR±_11

Of the 81 students interviewed, 32 of then were not em-
ployed in a highway-related field. It is not unreasonable to
assume that the 30 students who could not be contacted for
interviews are of this type. Specifically, the instructors
and students who completed the program were not able to re-
call the majority of these 30 students. Th.e implication is
that these students were not actively involved with the pro-
gram or traffic engineering-. A number of students were keowre
as being employed in other areas.

While this indicates that about half of the 111 students
are not employed in a highway-related field, it would be in-
correct to conclude that the. "failure rate" is "50 percent,"
since there are other factors involved such as the stndents'
intentions to acquire an Associate Degree or their career
goals. In fact, dhere are several students who just enrolled
in one course to acquaint themselves with the traffic engineer-
ing discipline and had no intention of working as a TET.

Seventeen supervisors were interviewed, 6 of whon super-
vised more than one Type 1 student of the 29 of interest here.
Each of the 29 Type 1 students' supervisors was interviewed,
thus evaluations for all of the students employed as l'ETs are
included in the analysis.

Instructors

Five instructors as identified below were interviewed.
These instructors, besides carrying the najor teaching load
of the program at each college, were also responsible for the
college selection, course development, and student advising.

. Mr. Frank DeRose at LACC
Manager, Grants Administration
Bureau of Urban and Public Transportation
Department of Highways and Transportation
Lansing, Michigan

13



Mr. George Allen at CCD
Deputy Director of Traffic Engineering
Department of Public Works
City and County of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80202

Mr. Harry Skinner at CCD
Traffic Operations Enginee
Federal highvay Administra ion
Bldg. 50, Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225

Mr. Gerald Brickell at LOCC
Johnson, Erickell, Mulcahy & Associates, Inc.
Suite 105
8301 State Line Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64114

Mr. Edward Mulcahy
Johnson, Erickell, Mulcahy & Associates, Inc.
Suite 105
8301 State Line Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64114

Variables of Interest

In determining ehe effects of the program, it is essen-
tial to stratify the stu ents since differences .exist not only ,

among the three types, b t also within a specific student
type. For example, one variable is the student's number of
years experience in highway_work as discussed -in the section
above.. In comparing the job performance of Type 1 students,
it would be incorrect to group entry-level students with stu-
dents having 10 years of experience.

The purpose here is to ge erally.describe the nature and
role of these variables, and not to-define eacb one as they
axe discussed in detail in Chapter Three. All the variables
provide some specific information regarding the students' ap-
praisal of the program's effect on their subsequent job
ability. In contrast, some variables additionally provide a
basis for comparing groups of students. Orm example of.these
variables is ehe students' reasons for enrolling in the pro-
gram. An informative comparison based on this variable may
be made on the grade.point averages of students intending to
get a job as a TET against the average of those who were in-
vestigating traffic engineering.

The utilization of the variables is basically subjective;
since the opportunities for statistical analysis are limited

8
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by small samvle sizes. The analyses are bas d on precon-
ceived relatiorships--the existence of an ef ect and trend--
between certain variables. Experience, for example, is as-
sumed to haTe a "positive" effect--that is, the more experi-
enced student will likely have a better job or academic
performance. Finally, it is important to realize that the
magnitude of the effect is impossible to assess with reason-
able statistical reliability and is not within the scope of
the project.



Table 2. Variables of Interest

G neral

Community College
Respondent Type

Student-Re

Student Type by Enrolimen
Work Type Prior to Program
Position and Level Prior to Program
Salary Prior to Program
Career Goals Prior to Program
Years Experience in Highway Field
Reasons for Enrolling in Program
Tuition Refund
Continuation Without Refund
Intent to Acquire at A.D.
Receipt of A.D.
Other Degrees Awarded
Grades for T.E. Courses
Career Goals After Program
Position and Level After Program
Salary After Program
AdviCe for Other Entry-Level Students
Reasons:for Not Enrolling in Other Courses
Seek Employment in T.E.
Accept a Position in T.E.
Enroll in Program Now With Financial Aid
Preferred Types of Financial Aid
Supervision
Evaluation of Quality, Amount of Work for Student
Knowledge of T.E. Concepts
On-the-Job Training Required
Improvement of Job Performance
Evaluation of Student on Adequacy of Pr g L- Objectives
Larger Responsibilities
More Training Required
Attainment of Maximum Level and Salary
Need for More TXTs



Table 2. Variables of Interest (Continued)

Progran-Related

Evaluation of T.E. Courses by Students
Evaluation of Supportive Courses by Students
Received Training.
Improvement of Job Ability
Equipped to Supervise
Adequacy of Teaching Aids
Adequacy of Laboratory and Field Work
Adequacy of Presentation of Material
Adequacy of Upgrading Experienced Persome1
Advanced Promotions
Ranking of Program Objectives by Students and Supervisors
Increased Interest in T.E.
T.E.as a Rewarding Area

Instructors

Problem in Program Development, Execution
Feedback and Retrospective Evaluation,
Work-Study Course
Comparison of Students by Work Experience

11
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Chapter Three

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This chapter describes the results of the analysis
performed on the various variables of interest for the
students and their supervisors and the responses of the
instructors. The major objective of the analysis is to
determine the effects of the program on subsequent employ-
ment while considering the possible effects of other facto s,
such as the students career goals. The evaluation of the
adequacy of the program content by the students and instruc-
tors is also discussed.

Generally, the results of the analysis are' in the form
of percentages of students whcvhave certain characteristics;
e.g,, the percent of students who received their A.D. and
held to be "above average" in _specific job performance
variables, It should be noted that in,sorre cases responses
to various questions wete not available or not applicable.
As a tesult, a number of the reported findings are not
based on the total sample sizes as indicated in Chapter Two.

Program E fectijor

Various aspects cif the academic program and the students'
subsequent employment are investigated. The role of the pro-
gram in the students' job activities is identified with
particular emphasis on highway safety. The manner in which
the financial aid affected (and perhaps will affect) enrol-
lment in the program is discussed, For students working as
TETs, analysis is performed on various Aspects of their over-
all job performanceyesponsibilities, promotion and salary
in relation to the ai4bgram.

r

Types,.of_4ob_Activitx

(1) Highway-Safety Aotivi-ies

Of the 29 TETs interviewed, only 7 students_who
received the Associate Degree are working directly in
highway-safety areas. Their work in these areas include
spot improvement studies (investigation, analysis, recom-
mended remedial measures, and their implementation), area-
wide safety improvement programs (route projects, signing,

12
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marking, and traffic control), identification of hazardous
locations .utilizing accident records, construction safety
zones, and other areas in the Federal highway safety programs.

Differences in the scope of activity exist between spe-
cific individuals. Mainly, the differences are a result of
the varying safety responsibilities of the agency. For exam-
ple, state transportation departments have different respon-
sibilities than local municipal departments. Another reason
for the difference in acivity is the specialization required
by the larger agencies. For example, a technician in an ac-
cident surveillance unit of a state agency has more special-
ized duties than a technician working in the traffic unit of
a city or small municipality. Experience in the area is
another reason for the difference in activity. In fact, 3 of
7 were directly working the highway safety prior to thei en-

rollment in the TET program and have supervisory duties.

All 3 experienced traffic safety technicians rated the
program a 4 on a scale of I (low) through 5 (high) when asked
if they believed the program was adequate in preparing a per-
son with no experience for work in highway safety. The scale
of 1 through 5 was used in several questions.

The remaining '4 students with no experience in highway
safety rated the program as follows: tT40 3s, one 4, and ore
5, "averaging" slightly below "good," for the question con-
cerning whether they believed the program adequately prepared
then to work in safety-related activities.

When asked for their recommendations toward improving
this aspect of the program, a number_of them_emphasized the
specific locale in view of the technician's duties. Another
recommendation is the need to detail the relationships of
various aspects of T.E. with highway safety.

(2) General Traffic Engineering Activities

There are 7 Type 1 students involved in safety-rela_-ad
functions who have not received an Associate Degree. Thus,
these students were not included in the above discussion but
are included in this listing. Depending on the degree of
specialization in their unit, students generally have a wide
range of T.E. dutiesBesides those mentioned in highway
safety, these duties_inelude_signal systems (design, insta17
lation, and warrants), traffic_surveys and studies, .geonetric
design (capacity analysis, design layout), and traffic con-
trol devices (signing and marking) programs. Although
"safety" may not be the primary objective'in these activities,
the safety of our transportation systems is certainly enhmmted
by them.

13
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(3) Program Effects on Specific Job Type

Of the 49 students presently working in the highway
field (Types 1 and 2), 15 of them were not previously doing
so. Of these 15 students, 7 (47%) of them felt that the As-
sociate Degree or courses they completed helped them get a
job in the highway field, while 8 -(53%) of them felt Other-
wise. Only 6 of the 15 students received degrees and of these
6, five felt that the degree did help them acquire a job in
highway work.

Seven of the 15 students not previously employed in the
hi hway field are Type 1 students (TETs) of which 5 strongly
be leved that the program did help them get a job as a TET.
Since only 3. of these 5 received A.D.s, the remaining 2 stu-
dents felt that simply having been enrolled in the program
helped them. It should be noted_that of the.15 entry-level
students working in the highway field, only 4 received the
A.D.

) Other Factors Affecting Specific Job Type

In addition to the program, _there were other fac ors
w-lch had some effect on the students' subsequent job types.
One of the obvious factors is that 37 students out of the 81
students already had positions in the highway field. Three
have since .left the field resulting in 34, the sum of Type_l
and 2 experienced students, now working in the highway field.

While there are only 7 entry-level students employed as
TETs, only .8 of the 44 entry-level students definitely knew
they wanted to become a TET. The 44 entry-level studentsare
comprised of the 15 Types 1 and 2 entry-level students and
29 Type 3 students who were not employed in a highway-related
field. It should also be noted that only 3 of the 7 TETs
definitely knew they wanted to become a TET, and eventually
did receive the A.D. As would be expected, the personal goals
of the students played an important role in the apparently
low number of entry-level students now employed as TETs.

There are 32 Type 3 students of whom only 3 received
A.D.s. There are 15 entry-level students now employed in the
highway field, yet only 4 received A.D,s. A reasonable ques-
tion is "Why aren't the 3 with degrees employed?" Two of _the
three students were employed in the traffic field, but left
the field because of salary considerations. The last student
vas not able to find a TET position in his locale. In fact,
a number of respondents emphasized the lack of employment and
salary opportunities.
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Indeed, the lack of openings and "loe salary levels
were judged by_an instructor at LOCC to be one of the reasons
some students left the program_before finishing. Knowing that
two students had successfully found TET positions without an
A.D., one student concluded that the A.D. would not be a con-
sideration in his qualifications. With little existing,pros-
pects for employment, he felt that continued studies in the
field would simply amount to a "waste of his time."

Another indication of low employment opportunities is
that the instructors did not know of any_formal recruitment
or job interviews for the students. In fact, the_majority of
the instructors made several attempts to personally arrange
for positions for the students.

The 16 supervisors of the Type 1 students were queried
as to the need for more tecknicians in their units. (The
transcript for one of the Type 1 students was not available,
thus his and his supervisor s responses are excluded. As a
result, there are 16 supervisors instead of 17, as previously'
indicated.) One third felt the unit did npt require addition-
al TETs. The remaining two-thirds felt the workload justified
additional TETs, but there were few or no available open pos-
itions. When asked for the spedific number of TET openings,
only two supervisors said there were one or two openings in
their units.

Another factor may be that LOCC dropped the TET program
subsequent to the original research project. Four students
did plan to continue their studies in traffic engineering
technology.

(5) Synthesis

The low number (relative to the original total) of entry-,
level students now employed as TETs was a result of mmvinter-
active factors besides the program, such as the students'
motivation, interest, and career goals. local factors such
as employment opportunities and salary levels also influenced
the students' enrollment and continued interest in the TE
field. No definite statement can be made regarding the role
of the courses or A.D. in the overall employment selection
process as viewed by the various agencies. In some cases,
students without A.D.s were hired, and in other cases, stu-
dents with A.D.s were not hired.

The evidence suggests that the program generally aided
the students' employment in TE. The majority of students who
received the A.D. in TET felt that the degree did help them
get a job in TE.
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It is difficult to spec fy the imp ct of the prog an on
highway-safety activities in overall terms since other factors
such as agency manpower needs, agency responsibilities, and
job experience confound the analysis. However, it was found
that only 7 students who received their A.D. are working di-
rectly in highway safety. Both the experienced and entry-
level personnel rated the program "above average" on the
criteria of ade9uate Prep ration for work in highway
safety.

Highway safety topics should be incorporated in the pro-
gram with emphasis on its rieLationships to various aspects of

traffic engineering. Another observation by the respondents
was the need for pertinent safety topics for the specific
locale.

Financial Aid__-
The role of the financial 7id cannotbe ignored. It is

an important aspect of the program which had an impact on the
enrollment it the courses. One instructor indicated that the
stipend was ar important reason for some students' enrollaent
in the program.

Of the 81 studen a int rviewed, thirty students received
tuition refunds under the o_tginal research project. An ad-
ditional 26 students receivea a partial or total reimburse-
ment_for the courses completgki from their employers (state or
local agency) . The remaining 25 students stated that theydid
not receive ary refund.

The impact of the finanQial aid on the enrollment wasits
attraction_to students uncomsra ted to-a firm career goal.
Evidence of this attraction s that 417 of the:Type 3 sttdents
who did receive the stipend felt that without it, they would
not have enrolled in the program. The implication of this is
that the free tuition drew t'lem into the program rather than
the attractiors of TE itself,

Of the Types 1 and 2 st.1.14en s who wanted to advance in
the highway field, a full In. were either not sure or wotld
not have_errolled in the pricvam without the stipend. Thus,
even with other "strong" moaves to do_so, a rather large
percentage of students were.either'erabled or enticed to en-
roll in the program by the fl,tarcial aid.

A basic hypothesis in this analysis is that exposure to
the program, represented by the number of courses completed



and the receipt of the Associate Degree, bad some effect.on
the students' subsequent job performance. The analysis"tests"
this hypothesis in a subjective fashion by comparing the job
performance results of two groups: low and high degree of
involvement in the program. There is good reason to suspect
that the effects of other factors are present, e.g., the years
of experience in the TE field undoubtedly has some effect on
the evaluations of the students. Thus, other variables iden-
tified as relevant in the data are considered. The tabula-
tions for some variables are omitted because of the resultant
small sample sizes and/or the "weakness" in the confidence for
certain comparisons. These analyses would certainly lead to
unreliable indications at best.

The difficulty of identifying the effects of the program
is compounded by the interrelationships among the variables
of job performance, personal traits, pronotion to responsible
positions, etc. As a result, the various sections of this
chapter are not mutually exclusive. rhe evaluations of the
students' job performence as given by the supervisors follow.

) Supervisor Evaluations

Of 28 Type 1 students, 21 of them were rated either
"above average" or "one of the best" based on the amount and
quality of their work. (The transcript for one of the stu-
dents was not available, thus the responses pertaining tohim
are excluded. As a result, there is a discrepancy with the
student totals given in,Chapter 11.) However, when separat-
ing the students by their involvement in the program--receipt
of A.D. and number of courses--there is no clear indication
that a difference exists in their evaluations.

For example, three of four entry-level students who co --
pleted more than five courses were rated 'above average,
yet all five of the entry-level students yho completed less
than five courses were also rated "above Average." (The
reader should note the small group sizes as a major comstraint
in arriving at definitive findings.)

Of the nine entry-level students, only one student (with
no A.D.) required on-the-job training beyondthe normal fam-
iliarization with the unit's working, as evaluated by their
supervisors, (To increase the sample size for_entry-level
students, the definition of entry-level was modified to_ in-
elude students with one year .of experience OT .less in the
field. This resulted in 19 "experienced" students and 9
"entry-level" students, or a total. of 28 Type 1 students for
whom transcript data is available.) The implication is that
program-trained TETs are able to take on responsibilities
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sooner. The supervisors also listed a number of on-the-job
training procedures used in their agencies. Beyond the nor-
mal job experience, activities include regularly and irregu-
larly scheduled in-house seminars, formal in-house training,
and agency-sponsored out ide education.

The supervisors were also asked whether the students r
quired additional training for-their jobs. While the com-
parison of-entry-level groups by program involvement does not
indicate_any difference, the results for experienced groups
does imply a:positive effect of the program. Eighty percent
of those students completing less than five courses were said
to need additional training, while only 33 percent of those
completing more than five_courses were thought to need it.
(The type of training is discussed in a later section.)

For the 22 students whose supervisors were able to re-
spond to the query pertaining to any noticeable improvement
in job performance following the program, a distinct differ-
ence exists between the groups by program involvement. For
example, 50% of those students who reeeived an A.D. were
thought to exhibit improvement, while only 147 without the
degree showed improvement. Similar results exist for the
groups of low and high nunber of completed courses. The
supervisors noted that the discerned increased interest and
awareness by the students in the responsibilities of the unit,
Because most of these students were already experienced inthe
field, the supervisors found it difficult to evaluate the im-
provement in terms of work performance.

Another variable which results in dis inct differences
between student groups is the supervisors' evaluation of the
students' knowledge of traffic engineering concepts. Of
those who were more involved in the program, 80% were felt to
have a better knowledge conpared to all other technicians,
While only 60% of those less involved were evaluated as such.
Similar percentages exist fox the students with experience in
the traffic field. Sixty percent of the experienced students
with low involvement were judged to have better knowledge
than other technicians, while 78% of the experienced students
with higher involvement were judged as such.

The supervisors were also asked to evaluate the students
based on the stated objectives of the program. The evalua-
tion consisted of whether they felt the student was "strong,
adequate, or weak" in the items that follow. A number of the
supervisors were not able to evaluate their technicians be-
cause of their limited observations for certain items. (The
following list comprises the general and specific objectives
of the program as given in Rorin (1972).)
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1. Communication skit and writ

2. A knowledge of the driver, roadway, and vehicle
characteristics.

The ability to ex: act design in orma
manuals and apply it to specific prob

ont

A knowledge of data collection methods, LabulaLion,
and analysis.

5. A knowledge of the operation and maintenance of
traffic and control devices and equipment.

6. The ability to prepare sketches, engineering
drawings and to use graphics for illustrative
purposes.

7. A knowledge of highway capacity analysis.

8 The basic principles of traffic and highway
engineering

9. An appreciation of the general concepts and
principles of related fields--particularly urban
planning and police traffic supervision.

While there appears to be an opportunity to relate
specific courses to job performance through these objectives,
the data do not permit it. In particular, the identification
of the specific courses with the program objectives is
questionable. Thus, the results of the evaluation are pre-
sented in summary terms.

A consistent result for all nine objectives is that few
students were rated weak. (However, a number of entry-level
students were felt to be weak in communication skills and
their ability to prepare sketches.)

No experienced student with a high degree of program
involvement was rated weak in any category. Moreover,
when compared with the results for the experienced personnel
with low program involvement, their distribution of the strong,
adequate, and weak categories are "skewed" more favorably.

The entry-level students with high program involvement
generally have the same ratings distribution as the experi-
enced TETs with low program involvement. As more evidence,
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one instructor, who is also a supe.vlsor, felt that some
entry-level students' work performance was comparable to that
of technicians with Five or more years of experience.

For all TET students, the students who received the A.D.
were rated "strong" 'wry times than those who did not finish
the program. The typical difference is about 25% greater for
those with the A.n.

For students who were hired after the program, their su-
pervisors were asked whether they felt the students could
handle larger job responsibilities in a shorter than usual
time period. The results do not indicate any difference be-
tween students will different levels of program involvement.

(2) Student Evaluation of the Progra-

Of the 19 experienced TETs, 53% of them felt that the
program improved their job ability while 377 believed that it
did not. All of the students who received degrees felt that
the_program improved their job ability, while none of those
who held the opposite opinions received their A.D.

The students' views are evenly split on the basis of
whether the program dicior did not equip them to take on su-
pervisory responsibilities.

The students were asked to compare their academic train-
ing to their work experience by identifying specific T.E.
areas in which they gained more from Ole program than from
work experience. All of the students who enrolled in more
than one course felt that they did learn various concepts they
did not acquire from their work experience. The areas iden-
tified generally consist of the various T.E. course topics
autside their special functions. Similarly, the areas iden-
tified in which .they learned more from work experience consist
of areas which fall into their job speciality, e.g., control
devices.

(3) Synthesis

The lack of definitive findings regarding the program's
impact on subsequent job performance arises from the lack of
powerful measures to detect that impact. Based on the super-
visor evaluations, students of both low and high degree of
involvement in the program do at least adequate" or better
work.
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Job pi2rformance (how well he does the_joh) is certainly
dependent_on the technici n's grasp of technical concepts,
work skilis job awareness, motivation, and individual traits
(the "tools" he uses in doing his job) . While the program
may not have directly and measurably_affected the_job perform-
ance of students, it did so indirectly in terms of the prep-
aration for their job. The indication of the analyses is that
the program did provdde the tools to both the entry-level and
experienced students for their jobs as traffic technicians.
For example, one indication is that entry-level students
able to take on job responsibilities sooner than what is
usually expected. The experienced personnel were felt tohave
showed noticeable improvement in their job performance subse-
quent to enrollment or completion in the program.

-omotion and _SalAry

Salary and promotion are relatively easy to measure, but
difficult to analyze because of factors other than the program.
As expected, some students' salaries and position levels nave
increased, since they started the program. Howevar, without
a control group for comparison, it is practically impossible
to accurately assess the effect of the program on these indi-
cators given the inherent cilaracteristics of the data.

A paitial list of other factors are easily identified:

Regulated promotion by time
Availability of higher position levels

. Current position level

. Minimum qualifications
Personal traits: abilities, intelligence, motivation,

etc.
Budgetary constraints.

P o 0-ion

Seventeen of the Type 1 students were technicians prior
to their enrollment in the program. Eleven students were not,
but were "promoted" to the position subsequent to the program.
Their prior positions were draftsmen, student technicians, or
entry-level and can be considered lower on the job scale.

While the job level designations vary_by agency, the
analysis is restricted to_the change in job level prior to
and after the program within the same agency. In general,
Type 1 students were promoted in varying degrees.
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What is the effect of the program on promotion? The
answer to the question was sought by addressing the job level
changes, the supervisors' evaluation of promotability, andne
students' opinion of the program effects on their promotion,
all with respect to the number of courses enrolled in and the
receipt of the A.D.

There is no indication that a larger percentage of stu-
dents who enrolled in a large number of TET courses or received
the A.D. experienced larger changes in job levels. There are
two possibilities why this resulted--either the program had
no effect or the other factors listed above were much more
"Powerful." Evidence of cite second possibility can be seen
in the fact that all ten promoted students evaluated "above
average" in terms of quality and amount of their work, while
no student rated "average or less" was promoted. Recall that
in the previous section that no program effect on work quali-
ty was found. Thus, the implication is that the personal
traits of the students were a stronger influence than their
involvement in the program.

Comparable results were found for the supervisors' evalua-
tions of whether the student should eventually be promoted to
the maximum technician level. There was no clear difference
between those students enrolled in a larger number of courses
and those enrolled in a smaller number, or between those who
received and did not receive the A.D.

Because the maximum job levels often entail_supervisory
duties, the students were asked to evaluate whether the pro-
gram equipped them to take on supervisory responsibilities.
While 17% of all Type 1 students responded positively, 367 of
those receiving the A.D. and only 6% who did not receive the
A.D. thought so. The results indicate that the program pro-
vided a degree of training for a third-of the_students who
did complete the program to work in responsible positions.

In evaluating the impact on their promotions, one-third
of the students felt that the courses or program aided their
advancement opportunities. .While this fraction is low, an
interesting result is that 31% of those students who enrolled
in five or_less courses felt that the courses did have a
positive_effect. Another point of interest is that nearly
30% of the experienced TETs felt that the courses or A.D.aided
their promotional opportunities.

) Salary

In the analysis, comparisons of salary increases of the
students by their involvement in the program, years of work
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experience, changes in job levels, supervisors' evaluations
of their job performance, and college were attempted. The
last item is important because the program did not start at
the same time at all three colleges. Unfortunately, the re-
sultant sample sizes of the groups classified by those varia-
bles are too small for even a subjective comparison.

As a result, the following discussion is limited to the
results of the student salary and program involvement compari-
sons. The table below provides the aggregate salary results
of the Tyr:2 1 students whose salary figures were available.

Table 3. Number of Students by
Percent:Salary Increase

Pe cent Salary
Increase With A D. Without A

0-30% 7 8

30-60% 2 4
60-100% 1 5

TOTAL 10 17

Only 307 of those students receiving A.D.s experienced
a 30-1007, increase, while 537 of those who did not receive
the A.D. fall into the same category. _Similar results were
obtained for students based on the number of courses enrolled.

Needless to say, a better comparison would involve the
salary increases of a control group, i.e., technicians who
did_not attend the TET program. Still, the comparison would
be filled with effects of other factors inherent in the addi-
tion of a control group.

The supervisors were asked whether the student should
receive the maximum salary available. Again,_there is no
clear indication that salary differences are based on differ-
ences in the involvement in the program.

The students themselves felt the program had little
effect on accelerated promotion or salary increases. Only 2
of the 28 Type 1 students felt the program did'accelerate
their job and salary standing.

(3) Synthesis

Due to the inherent con traints of the data, scant find-
ings are available for the program's effect on the students'
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subsequent .salary and promotion experience. About one-third
of the students felt that their involvement in the program
aided their opportunities for promotion, while a smaller per-
centage felt that the program actually accelerated their
salaries or promotion.-

However, there is no indication, based on the reported
position_and salary changes, that the program generally im-
proved the students' promotional standings or salaries by de-
gree of program involvement.

Evaluation of the Proram Content

All of the instructors and students generally felt that
the program content was better than adequate. Many of them
specifically stated that the program was a pilot program, and
evaluating it in that context, they would give it high marks.

The following discussion is a synthesis of their_comments
and evaluations of various aspects of the program. The in-
structors' .observations of the various problems which they
encountered in the development and execution stages of the
program are summarized in the following section. For some
perspective on the problems as they relate to the adequacy
of the courses, the students' evaluations of the courses are
then given.

Problems in the Program Development and Execution

A few prefacing remarks are warranted here. The follow-
ing comments by the instructors and students are general ob-
servations, both negative and positive, of the program. To
conclude that the program was ineffective based on the prob-
lems specified by the instructors would be unjustified.
Their statements were in response to specific questions re-
garding the program and should not.be taken out of context.
The specified problems and their severity also varied by
college.

Time and monetary constraints were the most significant
problems. Further evidence of this can be found in Korim
(1972) and Korim (1973). A related problem was the lack of
a full-time staff to provide overall consistency and organi-
zation to the program. All of the instructors named in this
report were not full-time instructors with the community col-
leges. Conflicting responsibilities in terms of time and
manpower were a result.
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Recruiting interested studen s was also a problem, The
traffic engin-:!ering technician's job is not widely recognized
by both entry-level students and the relevant agencies. The
lack of manpower and funds limited the efforts to "sell" the
program and discipline. It should be noted that the college
personnel and the five instructors recognized this during the
start-up period and voluntarily made personal efforts to e-
cruit students.

The instructors unanimously felt that more practical or
"ha ds-on" experience in traffic engineering for the students
was needeth Related to this was the shortage or lack of class-
room and field7work teaching aids such as signal controllers
and traffic volume counters. Again, the instructors made
special efforts to acquire this equipment for use in the
program.

The development of the course content, while aided by
various traffic engineering references, was hindpred by the
lack of literature specifically designed for the technician's
function and job level.

With the enrollment of a significant number of experienced
personnel in the courses, the courses were conducted in a man-
ner different than if only entry-level students had been
enrolled.

Content

While the effects of the problems cannot be quantified,
some indication of their severity is available.. The Type 3
group were asked to evaluate the manner in which their per-
sonal interests in T.E. were affected by the program, Two-
thirds of them felt that the courses did increase their
interest in traffic engineering, while only 87 felt that the
courses did not increase their interest.

The Types 1 and_2 students were asked to evaluate the
adequacy of the teaching aids, the amount of lab_or field
work, and the course presentation. Two-thirds of the 45
students (excluding those whose transcript data ,are not
available) felt that.the teaching aids were -mdre than adequate.
Approximately 11% felt they were less than adequate and 22%
felt they were adequate.

Since not all the courses require field or lab work, as
an estimate only students taking- 5-or more-courses are in-
cluded in the following evaluation. Of these students, 50%
felt that the amount of lab work was better thanadequate,
while 29% felt it was less than adequate, and 21% felt it was
adequate.
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In evaL4a:ing the presentation of the material, 80% of
the Type 1 and 2 students felt that the presentation was more
than adequate. Of the total, only 77 felt it was less than
adequate, and 13% felt it was adequate.

An overall indication of the students' view of the pro-
gram is the response to the question, "If a friend of yours
were to ask for your advice on how to become a TET, what ad-
vice would you give him?" Approximately 61% of the students
now employed as TETs would advise their friends to enroll in
the Associate Degree program. Interestingly, 297 would ad-
vise them to earn a four-year degree instead, i.e., become
an engineer rather than a technician. Ten percent had no
opinion.

The majority of the Type 1 students felt that to advance
in their current job or get a "better job," a four-year
Bachelor's Degree was necessary. The inference is that ad-
ditional training not resulting in a Bachelor's Degree would
do little for their careers.

Another general.indication of the students' feeling
toward the program is the response to whether they received
the training they expected. The results are similar _to those
for the "advice" results above. A little over 69% of the
Type 1 and 2 students felt that they received the expected
training. Only 4% felt that the training received did not
meet their expectations.

Sixty-five percent of the 23 experienced TET students
felt that the program was better than adeauate.for the pur-
poses of upgrading or review. However, 22% felt it was less
than adequate and 1 % felt it was adequate.

The disparity between the negative evaluations--4% for
expected training and 22% considered inadequate for upgrading
purposes--is the fact t'-,at over 30% of Type 1 students were
not sure whether the training met their expectations. When
they were asked the more "direct" question regarding adequacy
for upgrading purposes, they responded in the negative sense.

The following course evaluations are not to investigate
whether specific courses should or should not be in the pro-
gram, but rather to report the relative interest in both the .
traffic engineering topics and supportive courses.

The Type 1 students were_asked to name the traffic en-
gineering courses (in which they enrolled) which-they felt
were "one of the best" and "one of the worst" in terms of the
relevancy of_the material to their"job. The results of the
responses, along with the number of students who enrolled in
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Cou

Table Type 1 students evaluation of corss

Who

Enrolled

Introduction to

Traffic Engineering

Principles of

Traffic Admin &

Safety

3. Field Traffic Survey

4. Control Devices

5 Traffic Studies

6. Geometric Design

7. Urban Transportation

Planning

Traffic Laws &

Regulations

9. Traffic Accident

, Investigation

10. Model Traffic

Ordinances

35

19

18

17

23

13

18

_13

13

4

Number of TET Students

Who Felt Who Felt College

It Was It Was Offering

"One of the Best" "One of the Worst" Course

3

4

13

9

0

6 LAC 'CD, LON

2 LACC, COD, L000

LACC, COD

LACO COD LOOC

LACO, COD, LOOO

LAE, COD, LOCO

3 LACC COD, LOCO

LACC, COD, LOCC

1 COD) LOCC

COD



the courses are given in Table 4. An obvious factor influ-
encing the responses is their specific job functions. Note,
for example, the relatively large number of responses in
favor of the "practical" courses--control devices, traffic
studies, and geometric design, In a related query, the course
most often named as not being used on the job was urban trans-
portation planning.

The Type 1 students were also asked to name the traffic
engineering courses they omitted which would have been bene-
ficial in their job. All of the courses were selected, ex-
cept the introductory and model traffic ordinances courses,
with no emphasis on any one course.

The accident investigation course was only offered at
CCD and LOCC, for which there were eight Type 1 students
Four of them enrolled in the course. Of the remaining four7
two felt that this course would have been beneficial.

Fifteen Type 1 and 2 students who received the A.D, were
asked to name the supportive areas in which they want More
training. Table 5 presents the results.

Table 5. Number_of Students Selecting Supportive
Areas for More Training

Course Did Select Di& Not S lect

1. Mathematics 9 6

2. Physics 2 13

3. Communica ion
Skills 9 6

4. Drafting 9 6

5. Data
Processing 4 11

For further insight, the sixteen supervisors were asked
to name areas in which they felt TETs need more trainlng.
Despite the open-ended nature of the question, a nearly unani-
mous selection was communication skills. Report writing, oral
communication, and letter writing skills were emphasized.
Another area selected was problem solvingdata collection,
analysis, and development of remedial treatments. While most
of the supportive courses were named, almost no traffic en-'
gineering areas were identified. Those areas which were
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identified were basically the conceptual relationships with
highway safety. For example, the impact of signing or traffic
signals on traffic safety and how to evaluate that impact was
specified.

The supervisors were requested to assign ranks to each of
the nine program objectives as previously listed in the con-
text of their unit's functions. Based on a statistical rank
test, the responses differ "significantly." The inference is
that a particular skill or knowledge may be important in some
technician positions but /19_12.11yfly unimportant in other posi-
tions. Emphasis, therefore, on any specific or group of tech-
nician skills would be inappropriate.

ss

While there were problems encountered in the execution
of the program, the majority of the students were satisfied_
with_the program. The adequacy of the programs_is evidenced
by the small percentage of Type 1 students who felt that vari-
ous program aspects were less than adequate. The program was
not perfect, but-there is strong evidence that it was at least
adequate in its major aspects.

The difficulty of "isolating" the adequacy of the aca-
demic program. from other factors is clearly evident in the
results of the "advice" question. A number of the technicians
evaluated the job rather than the program by preferring the
Bachelor's Degree rather than the two-year A.D. For those who
do want to work as TETs, the program was recommended.

Designing the course naterial for both the entry level
and experienced personnel needs was a difficult problem. The
program, of course, is basically organized for the entry level
student. Despite this, over three-fourths of the experienced
TETs felt that the program was adequate or better for the pur-
poses of upgrading technical knowledge.

Providing some insight into the technician's training_
needs, the supervisors emphasized the importance of communi-
cation skills and problem-solving techniques. The ability to
evaluate the impact of highway projects on traffic safety and
operations was also specified.
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Chapter Four

1NGS AND COICLUS1OTS

As a p eface, it should be noted that this study does
not yield results with a statistical level of confidence or
reliability. Rather, the results are replete with non-
quantifiable effects (from various sources) making the draw-
ing of definitive conclusions difficult. Thus, the conclu-
sions discussed below are basically inferences as suggested
by the findings of the previous chapters.

Findingl

Of the four entry-level students _who received the Asso-
ciate Degree in Traffic Engineering Technology, three
obtained highway technician jobs. Three are working
directly in highway safety.

One-third of all the students n the program felt that
the program aiZid their advancement opporturacies.

All experienced technicians who received the_Associ-te
Degree_(eight) felt the program improved their job
abilities.

4. Six of the nineteen experienced technicians fe
the program aided their advancement opportunit

t that
s.

5. Those traffic envneering _technicians participating in
the study program required less on-the-job training
than those not trained in the program.

Participants experienced no significant salary increase
as a direct result of the_program,although two students
felt the program did accelerate eheir job and salary
standing.

Of the eight experienced technoians who received the
Associate Degree, four exhibited improvements in job
performance. Only one of eight experienced technicians
who did not receive the degree showed such improvement.

Supervisors identified communications skills aS a high-
priority supportive course.
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9. Seventeen of the wenty-nine participants now employed
as technicians would encourage their friends to enroll.

10. Five of the eight experienced technicians rated the pro-
gram be ter than adequate for up-grading or as a refresher.

11. The tuition refund was inst,mmental in enrolling about40
percent of the students not employed in highwar-rilated
fields and about 30 percent of the students working in
highway-related. fields.

12. The majority of the participants feel that a Bachelor
Degree is necessary to advance in their current job or to
get a better job.

Conclusi-ns

1. Theprogram helped entry-level students to obtain tech-
nicianjobs.

2. The technician's individual abilities played a greater
role in promotions and salary increases than did the
Associate Degree training.

3. The program was useful in bringing entry-level students
abreast with experienced technicians with regard to
their ability to perform.

4 The_program enhanced the experienced technician's job
performance and ability.

5 Financial assistance was beneficial in recrui ing stu-
dents for the traffic technician program,

6 The traffic.engineering technician programs depend on
the level of employment opportunity for their success.

7 Employment opportunities are limited and do not com-
pletely reflect phe actual need for more traffic
engineering technicians.
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